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AN INVISIBLE AIR PURIFIER THAT LOOKS LIKE AN ART DISPLAY
HEALTH & WELLBEING

In the guise of a piece of art, the Sauberair FLAT eliminates a wide range of
pollutants in the air, using minimum power
Spotted: Having appliances at home comes with a lot of advantages, but they can also look bulky
and out of place. Taiwan-based company Sauberair have made a conscious eﬀ ort to disguise their
latest invention as home décor, creating a sleek air puriﬁer that looks like wall art. The Sauberair
FLAT is just three and a half inches thick and disguises itself as a custom piece of wall-art that can
be hung around the home, while also eliminating a wide range of pollutants. The air puriﬁer can be
easily controlled with an app and with built-in smart sensors, FLAT automatically detects, monitors
the air quality and reacts to provide a fresher and healthier environment.
Despite its compact appearance, the Sauberair FLAT reaches a high clean air delivery rate, capable
of cleaning a 19 square metre space within 12 minutes, or a 32 square metre space in 20 minutes. It
comes in three variants, a LITE version, a PLUS version and BT PLUS version, and they all use the
same ﬁltration system. The app will alert the user when they have to change the ﬁlter, which can be
easily removed, with a new ﬁlter press-ﬁtted in. FLAT uses a reliable non-woven ﬁbre material ﬁlter
that guarantees high dust-holding capacities. This means that it has a longer lifespan and the airﬂow
will not reduce rapidly when accumulating mass amounts of dust. The puriﬁer’s intakes and exhausts
are built around the sides, keeping the front face intake for the art, which sits in a wooden frame. To
top it oﬀ, the Sauberair FLAT-BT model has Bluetooth speakers that can play music or act as a
wake-up alarm.
The Sauberair FLAT is now available to buy at an early bird price, starting from €338. If it reaches its
goal on Kickstarter by November 27, the product will receive funding and start shipping in December.
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Takeaway:
Recent research has shown that eﬀ ective ventilation could suppress the indoor spread of
COVID-19 and as we’re battling this ongoing pandemic, most of us are taking conscious steps in
slowing its spread. The Sauberair FLAT allows its users to keep the environment in their homes
healthy, as it helps to accelerate air circulation and ﬁlters out pollutants and harmful chemicals.
On top of creating cleaner living conditions and protecting those that are more susceptible to
diseases, FLAT’s stylish design also brightens up indoor spaces.

